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Chapter Five 

Peal/Peil Verbs 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
v'n/a man, mankind  !,r,q horn 

['a wood, tree  vaEr head, chief 

[;r]a earth, land  l:g.r foot 

r:B son  :xWr wind, spirit 
Wl'G exile, deportation  r'a.v rest, remains 

b;h.D gold  ~'l.v peace, welfare 

r'D generation  ~Uv name 

Wz/x vision  !iy;m.v heaven, sky (pl) 
yElyEl night  !Ev tooth 

r:Pic bird  h'n.v year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Simple Stems 

The Peal and Peil stems are called the simple stems. The Peal is the simple active stem and the 

Peil is the simple passive stem.   

 

 

 

Peal Perfect Strong Verb 

The simple perfect active verb stem in Aramaic has the following conjugations.       

 

Peal Perfect 

3ms b:t.K he wrote 3mp Wb:t.K they wrote 

3fs t:b.tiK she wrote 3fp h'b:t.K they wrote 

2ms 'T.b:t.K you wrote 2mp !WT.b:t.K you wrote 

2fs yiT.b:t.K you wrote 2fp !ET.b:t.K you wrote 

1cs tEb.tiK I wrote 1cp a'n.b:t.K we wrote 
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Peil Perfect Strong Verb 

The simple perfect passive verb stem in Aramaic has the following conjugations.       

 

Peil Perfect 

3ms byit.K it had been written 3mp Wbyit.K they were written 

3fs t:byit.K it had been written 3fp h'byit.K they were written 

2ms 'T.byit.K you were writtten 2mp !WT.byit.K you were written 

2fs yiT.byit.K you were written 2fp !:T.byit.K you were written 

1cs t:byit.K I was written 1cp a'n.byit.K we were written 

 

 

 

 

Peal Imperfect Strong Verbs 

The simple imperfect verb stem in Aramaic has the following conjugations. Notice the 2fs and 

2ms have the save form.     

 

Peal Imperfect 

3ms bUT.kiy he will write 3mp !Wb.T.kiy they will write 

3fs bUT.kiT she will write 3fp !'b.T.kiy they will write 

2ms bUT.kiT you will write 2mp !Wb.T.kiT you will write 

2fs !yib.T.kiT you will write 2fp !'b.T.kiT you will write 

1cs bUT.T.k,a I will write 1cp bUT.kin we will write 

 

Imperfect Notes 

1. Imperfect with Energic Nun. An addition of an additional nun (n) or a doubling of the nun 

(N) is common with the Aramaic imperfect. Dr. Schuele notes, “While the energic nun is 

largely insignificant for translation purposes, it is important to analyze it properly in order 

to avoid mistaking it for one of the root consonants.”
1
  

 
                            yin:NUl]h:b.y yivaEr yEw.z,x.w yib.K.vim-l:[ !yirOh.r:h.w yin:Nil]x:dyiw tyiz]x ~,lEx 

“I saw a dream that scared me, and thoughts on my bed and the visions of my head 

troubled me” (Dan. 4:2) 

  

2. Negation of the Imperfect Conjugation. There are two forms of the negative particle 

attached to the imperfect.  

a. a'l  is used twenty-three times. 

b. l:a  is used four times. This form is often identified with the Jussive, though this is not 

universal.    

 

       dUG.siy.w lEPiy a'l-yiD-!:mW   “and whoever does not fall down and worship”  (Dan. 3:6)   

 

 

Peal Imperative 

                                                 
1
 Andreas Schuele, An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2012), p. 53 
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The simple active imperative verb stem in Aramaic has the following conjugations. 

 

Peal Imperative 

2ms bUt.K write! 2mp WbUt.K write! 

2fs yibUt.K write! 2fp h'bUt.K write! 

 

 

 

Peal Infinitive 

The simple infinitive verb stem in Aramaic has the following conjugation. 

 

Peal Infinitive 

b:T.kim to write 

 

 

 

Peal Participle  

“Since the participle is grammatically a noun, it has the endings of a noun in the absolute state. 

On its verbal side, the participle is included in the verbal stem system.”
2
  The Peal Participle is 

the simple active participle and has the following forms. The peal participle is translated, bEt'K 

“the one who writes,” or, “writing.”    

 

Peal Participle 

ms bEt'K mp !yib.t'K 
fs h'b.t'K fp !'b.t'K 

 

Peil Participle  

The Peil Participle is the simple passive participle. The peil participle is translated, byit.K “the one 

who was written.” 

 

 

Peil Participle 

ms byit.K mp !yibyit.K 
fs h'byit.K fp !'byit.K 

 

 

Peal Strong Verb Notes 

1. The 2ms has an alternate form. The dictionary form is 'T.b:t.K but is also found with the 

final sheva  .T.b:t.K.  

2. A vocal sheva is placed under the first root letter because Aramaic prefers a reduced 

vowel in opn, pretnic syllables. However, a Hireq is used in the 3fs and 1cs due to the 

fact that two side by side vocal shevas cannot both be. When two vocal shevas occur at 

the beginning of the word, the first is truned into a Hireq
3
.  

                                                 
2
 ibid, p. 47 

3
 Miles Van Pelt, p.83 
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3. The normal vowel placed under the second root consonant is the Pathach ( :  ). However, 

this second root consonant may also be a Hireq ( I ) or a Tsere ( E  ).  

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the Perfect and Imperfect conjugations. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:20-27 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 


